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Parents - please can you share this newsletter 

with your child each week. 

Message from the Headteacher 

I hope that you and your family had an 

enjoyable half term and that all are 

rested and ready to face the inevitable 

challenges and opportunities which 

will present themselves in the coming weeks.  

Neither I nor my staff came into teaching and 

working in schools to find ourselves in a building 

with no or few students in it; these are extraordinary 

times and we genuinely miss the hustle and bustle of 

a busy school and hearing your voices. Our school 

community is, however, much more than the 

buildings in which we work. The strength of 

relationships which exist between students and 

between the staff and students has also shone 

through this difficult time. These will endure and 

sustain us throughout the temporary closure and 

uncertainty as we maintain communication with our 

classes and year groups; we continue to provide 

education, pastoral care, and support albeit rather 

more remotely. I have been so impressed with the 

quality of work being produced by your children and 

have had so many conversations with staff sharing 

the successes of students work during this period. 

However, I am also very aware that as parents you 

all have different pressures on yourselves so I am 

grateful for any time/support that you can give to 

your children during this time. 

Teaching is very much about personal connection 

and I remain ever hopeful that, when we return to 

school, we will value even more the relationships 

which exist: the experience of classroom learning 

and the interactions between students and teachers.  

This half term is busy!  For our Year 10 and Year 12 

students the focus is on completing as much work as 

possible and preparing for the formal assessments 

due to take place during 15th- 26th June. It would be 

supportive and helpful to your child if you could 

provide a quiet space and act as a “timer” for the 

completion of this assessment.  

For Year 11, Task 2 of the Bridging Work was 

launched this week, with a deadline of 3rd July. 

Later in this month, we will write to all of Year 11 

students and provide information about how the 

enrolment process will take place. For Year 13 the 

focus is on preparing yourself for university or the 

world of work. For Year 9, it will be looking 

forward to your GCSE courses. For Year 7 and 8, it 

will be completing courses and also completing as 

many enrichment activities as possible.  

Our assembly this week was on “The Power of 

Positivity.” Please ensure that your child views the 

assembly. It emphasises the need to have a 

positive outlook and shares some of the positive 

consequences of lock down.  

Ann Marie Mulkerins, Headteacher 

THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK 

 

Marcus Aurelius was a Roman emperor 
from 161 to 180 and a Stoic philosopher. 
He was the last of the rulers known as the 
Five Good Emperors, a term coined some 13 
centuries later and the last emperor of the 
Pax Romana, an age of relative peace and 
stability for the Roman Empire. 



Spotlight on…Year 10 

and 12 Assessment 

Point Preparation 

We recently wrote to the 

parents of Year 10 and 12 

students to inform them about 

the Assessment Weeks, 15th – 26th June. The purpose of 

these assessments is to give teachers and students a 

clearer insight into students’ individual progress made 

across the year, not just since school closure. It will also 

enable teachers to plan personalised content and 

resources to support students effectively when they do 

return to school: if we know where they are, we know 

what we need to do to support them to make even 

more progress.  

The timetable for the assessments has been attached 

to this email. During the Assessment Weeks, students 

will complete the assessments uploaded by their subject 

teachers and will be need to submit them on the same 

day. Most assessments will be open book in style and 

departments will issue specific guidance as to how the 

assessment should be completed. The majority of the 

assessment content will be from before the school 

closed. 

At The Compton School, we understand that for some 

students this has been a challenging period and that 

many may feel anxious about assessments, especially if 

they are not at school. Please feel assured that we will 

continue to fully support students: subject teachers 

have already provided students with online resources to 

help them prepare and ‘Live Clinics’ for every student in 

Year 10 and 12 are available from the week 

commencing 1st June. These drop-in sessions are an 

opportunity for students to ask questions to their 

teachers and receive further explanation. 

Revision and preparation are key. We have compiled 

the following guidance to help both parents and 

students prepare for the Assessment Weeks: 

If you can, try to ensure that your child works in an 

environment that is tidy, quiet and conducive to 

revision; this will also prepare your child well for writing 

the assessments in exam conditions during the 

Assessment Weeks. A reminder that you are not 

expected to become teachers: simply providing some 

structure to how your child works at home will be 

helpful. 

 

Involve your child in creating a timetable to help them 

prepare; make sure that they have checked the assessment 

timetable (attached to this email) carefully so that they can 

plan their time according to the order of the assessments. 

Check in with your child to see if they are following the 

timetable, but be flexible. If the task isn’t going well or they 

want more time, let it extend if possible. Be sure to 

distinguish between weekends and weekdays to separate 

home life and school life. 

 

Make time for exercise and breaks throughout the day, 

both before and during the Assessment Weeks. Try to 

encourage your child to be active for at least 30 minutes a 

day. Get out for walks to the park or, if you have a garden, 

use it regularly.  

 

Making Learning Stick: Revision 

Strategies 

     Use ‘Spaced’ revision: Instead 

of revising for one subject or 

topic over the course of the 

week, encourage your child to 

make a revision timetable where they mix up their subjects. 

This will make them work harder to remember key 

information meaning that they are more likely to remember 

it for longer!  

 

Flashcards: Encourage your child to make a list of answers or 

content on one side of a flashcard – they can write the 

question on the other side and test themselves at intervals. 

Make sure they remember to shuffle their decks of flashcards 

regularly. 

 

Deliberate Practice: Although it is fine to use resources to 

assist with revision, getting students to complete the past 

papers and revision materials provided by their subject 

teachers without any external help will mean their brain is 

forced to recall more content. This helps make their learning 

stick as they have to use ‘retrieval practice’. Your child can 

always add in anything they missed afterwards using 

textbooks/ other resources to help them, and then self-test 

on the gaps in their knowledge afterwards. Most subject 

teachers would have set practice papers as part of the 

revision materials: your child can also ask about these in 

their ‘Live Clinics’ over the next fortnight.   

 

        Knowledge organisers: For each topic, students can create 

an A4 sheet of key knowledge and information for that 

topic. History teachers provide pre-

populated examples of these if you 

want to see what these can look like! 

Posters work well for this as well, but 

are only effective if students actually 

test themselves on the information. 



6th Form News 

Advice for Students, from a Student! 

One of our talented Year 12 students, Nicole Colucci, has 
written an article for Exposure magazine which outlines 
some key strategies to help students balance work and 
home life. The full magazine can be found here: http://
exposure.org.uk/2020/06/perfecting-lockdown-
productivity/ and her article is below: 
  

At the start of lockdown, I was finding it extremely difficult to find a perfect balance between each of my school       
subjects, wider reading, daily exercise and free time to plough through my endless reading and watch-lists. 
After enquiring how my friends had been getting on, I was not surprised to hear that they were also struggling to     
manage the workload we are far from used to. 
It can be difficult to find the motivation to make the most of each day. Sometimes, timetables and to-do lists are not 
enough to escape our procrastination. However, lockdown is the perfect opportunity to start experimenting with new 
methods to improve our productivity and make the most of our time. 
Here are some of the things I have found helpful when adjusting between my schoolwork and free time. 
 
• To motivate yourself, work for five minutes only 
Most of the time, you will end up going for much longer. Even if this isn’t the case, you have still been productive for 
five minutes as opposed to none. I tend to use this method for long pieces of writing such as English essays and articles 
for Exposure (including this one) and I often write for much longer than five minutes to ensure I can note down all my 
ideas before I forget them. 
• Timetable your work each day and not each week 
A common error made when constructing timetables is planning tasks a week in advance. Instead of committing to an 
unachievable amount of work for the week, try setting overall weekly goals instead and only making a to-do list for 
each day. This way, you’ll be more likely to stick to plan as you will be able to schedule any last minute activities into 
your timetable. I like to write my to-do lists the night before so that I can include any new work that may have been set 
late. 
• Plan for distractions or unforeseen errands 
It is important to schedule time for distractions, like an unexpected phone call, as well as other tasks into your agenda 
to avoid missing your deadlines. Typically, I schedule one or two hours of distractions into my daily plan so that I will 
not fall behind on my work if I get diverted by an errand or chore around the house. 
• Find your productive hours 
Everyone has a certain time in the day when their performance is at its peak – mine is the evening. As a result, I often 
schedule my free time into the morning where I will bake, practice nail art or go for a walk. Try to figure out your most 
productive hours and plan your schedule accordingly. 
• Group similar tasks together 
Instead of multitasking or switching between activities, group tasks of a similar nature together so that they can be 
completed in the same sitting. Perhaps you could dedicate one day to a particular subject to make the most of your 
resources. For example, every Monday I dedicate the day to Business Studies where I complete work set by my school, 
answer exam style questions and respond to feedback from my teachers. 
• Share your goals with a friend or family member 
This will make your goals more achievable as you will be inclined to share your success with this person. I’ve found  
discussing the progress of my work with my classmate, Kat in a weekly video call helps to motivate and encourage us 
both. 
• Invest time learning keyboard shortcuts 
If you spend a lot of time working on a computer, using simple keyboard shortcuts (for example, ‘ctrl-c’ 
instead of ‘copy’) has been proven to save the average computer user a staggering 64 hours per year. 
It is important to remember that some days you will achieve more than others and you should not feel 
disheartened by this. Taking regular breaks to relax and restore energy is vital. 
I like to relax by reading books and magazines, watching Netflix and having Zoom calls with my friends. 
All these things help me unwind and give me something to look forward to after a day of hard work. 
 

http://exposure.org.uk/2020/06/perfecting-lockdown-productivity/
http://exposure.org.uk/2020/06/perfecting-lockdown-productivity/
http://exposure.org.uk/2020/06/perfecting-lockdown-productivity/


 

Squeaky Clean 

Amelie Williams 7T has been making and selling soap. The money 

raised will go to charities that help to feed the hungry during the 

pandemic. A lot of effort has gone in to make and sell the soap.  

All the family have contributed and the daughters continue to make 

and sell the soaps.  Well done Amelie, if you want to donate please 

do so at www.gofundme.com and search for #donateameal £2 buys 

a meal for someone and £10 will feed a family. 

LRC News 
Can you recreate a favourite book cover?  

There are so many fantastic designs on book covers these 

days. They catch your eye in the LRC and in bookshops 

they tempt you to buy. Here are some of our favourites 

Today we’re launching another Online LRC Challenge with the 

chance to win a prize when we return to school. Use any medium, 

digital, paints, pencil sketch, collage and try to create your version 

of a favourite cover. You could even put yourself in the picture! 

Submit your photos of your art by email to librarian@thecompton.org.uk  by June 30th  

Ms. Marshall and Mrs. Wolfe will judge the covers that best recreate the original. 

Good luck!  

Last half term AR champions 
Total quizzes with accuracy 80%+: 
 

7T – 46 quizzes  
(Ms Velounias) 
 
8M – 44 quizzes  
(Ms Hodge) 
 
9A3 – 22 quizzes  
(Ms Collins) 

http://www.gofundme.com
mailto:librarian@thecompton.org.uk


Wellbeing Tips… 

101 things to do when you’re stuck at home 
Bored at home? Then get stuck into an epic list of streaming culture, movies, pod-
casts, games, workouts and learning. 
A quarter of the world’s humans are at home right now. If you’re reading this, chances are you’re one of 
them. Yes, it’s important to stay safe indoors to protect ourselves and others – but that doesn’t mean we 
can’t have a good time. 
https://www.timeout.com/things-to-do/best-things-to-do-at-home-stuck-inside-bored  

 

Creative Writing Club 

Creative Writing Club is launching another exciting competition for Compton’s       

budding young writers! It was fantastic to see so many brilliantly written entries    

included in last term’s competition. We hope to see many more fabulous entries from 

students this time around too, whether you have entered before or are new to       

Creative Writing Club.  

 The chosen topic for this half term’s competition is hope. Anne Frank’s famous 

words, “In spite of everything, I still believe people are really good at heart”, taken from ‘The Diary of Anne Frank’ have 

inspired this topic choice.  

Entries from students can be in the form of a short story, diary entry, or poem of between three to five hundred words. 

Students may decide to write about their personal hopes, their generational hopes, or their hopes for the wider           

community and world around them.  

Entries will be shortlisted: the writers of the best ten pieces will be mentioned in the school’s newsletter. The best three 

entries to the competition will be showcased in the newsletter and will receive first, second and third place. The deadline 

for entries is Friday 26th June 2020 and entries should be sent to creativewritingclub@thecompton.org.uk 

Below are some further famous quotes centred on the topic of hope, which should provide additional inspiration for     

students who wish to enter.  

“Hope. It is the only thing stronger than fear.”  – The Hunger Games, Suzanne Collins 

"May your choices reflect your hopes, not your fears." – Nelson Mandela 

“I believe that imagination is stronger than knowledge. That myth is more potent than history. That dreams are more  

powerful than facts. That hope always triumphs over experience. That laughter is the only cure for grief. And I believe that 

love is stronger than death.” ― Robert Fulghum   

“Hope can be a powerful force. Maybe there's no actual magic in it, but when you know what 

you hope for most and hold it like a light within you, you can make things happen, almost like 

magic.” ― Laini Taylor 

 We look forward to showing off your brilliant work in further newsletters and assemblies. 

Good luck!  Ms Houghton. 

https://www.timeout.com/things-to-do/best-things-to-do-at-home-stuck-inside-bored
mailto:creativewritingclub@thecompton.org.uk


Online educational resources to support children to continue learning at home 

The government have an updated list of online resources that schools and parents can     

consider to support children’s continued learning at home. Schools have already been draw-

ing on  existing resources and tools they are familiar with to support children to continue 

learning at home and should continue to do so. 

More information can be found here: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-online-education-resources 

PE News 
 
It’s great to see so many of you taking part in the plank challenge 
and trying to beat your own previous scores. Our PE stars of the 
week are Alisha Shah and Artin Mashinchy for completing the plank 

challenge.  The plank is great 
for core strength which is the 
mid-section of your body. The 
plank can help to increase 
muscle definition, heighten 
metabolism and reduce back 
pain by improving your posture and balance. With a stronger core every 
exercise you perform will automatically improve! 
 
The PE department have set up a Youtube account called 'The Compton 
School PE' where each week on of your PE teachers will be posting 
a weekly 60 second challenge. This week Miss Munoz has challenged YOU 
to a 60 second core cruncher challenge. Miss Munoz managed to        

complete 25 core crunchers in 60 seconds, how many can you do? Are you up for the challenge? Submit your 
scores via Show My Homework as a comment on this weeks optional PE workout set and the winner will be 
announced in next weeks newsletter. When you complete the challenge nominate one of your friends and see 
who can end up on top.  
https://youtu.be/AywXAzy1r-Y  

No Barriers at Home lets young people discover twelve inspirational footballers, past and present, who have 

challenged barriers in their lives including gender inequality, racism, antisemitism, mental health and            

disability. Supported by short videos, the creative activities that accompany each Champion can be carried out 

independently at home.  

The project culminates with the Create Your Own Champion Challenge in which young people create their own 

No Barriers Champion card, celebrating someone who has made a positive impact in their community. This 

could be a member of their group, a youth worker, their family, someone who they believe makes the world a 

better place for the people around them. We will then be spreading the word of these Community Champions 

stories throughout the summer. 

https://www.big-ideas.org/nobarriersathome/ 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-online-education-resources
https://youtu.be/AywXAzy1r-Y
https://www.big-ideas.org/nobarriersathome/
https://www.big-ideas.org/championcard/
https://www.big-ideas.org/nobarriersathome/


Year 9 Design Work 

Food Preparation & Nutrition   
  
Last half term there was a new challenge to all Food Preparation 
& Nutrition students, a lot of students sent in additional          
submissions of cakes...   
Well done for going that extra mile. As much as we all love   
something sweet with a cup of tea.... we must follow the Eatwell 
Guide and enjoy cakes in  moderation.  
If you haven't done so already, check SMHW for this week’s   
challenge open to all Food Preparation & Nutrition students, we 
are really looking forward to seeing the submissions!   
A big thanks to Kitty, Simran, Isabel and Talia for sending in the 
photos. 



 KEYDATES                                                  

Jul   

20:  End of Term 

   

   

                            Students                                           

Author Birthdays 

Check out the author 

birthdays each month.                                                                      

See if your favourite author 

shares your special day. 

June 

2nd  Jack Gantos – best-known for characters Joey 

Pigza and Rotten Ralph 

        Norton Juster, - author of The Phantom Tollbooth    

25th  Eric Carle  - author and illustrator 

of the phenomenally popular The Very 

Hungry Caterpillar 

29th  Antoine de Saint-Exupery – The Little Prince 

AR Millionaires 
 
Our congratulations this week go to 
Alex Roe 8P who has read a 
staggering 4 million words and Yumi 
Tibbutt 8C who has read over 2 
million.  
We also have three new Millionaires:  
Abdullah Bastoni 7P, Saya Gacayan 7N and Lynda 
Sophia Cardenas Narvaez 9B3. 
Ms. Marshall and Mrs. Wolfe would like to say a big 
well done to Rolan Habib 9A1 for reading 17 books in 
the last fortnight and a big thank-you to Rebeca 
Carvatchi 8C for submitting two book reviews via the 
Reading Cloud on the school website. If you would 
like to review your latest book then please log 
in. Don't hesitate to ask for your log-in details by 
emailing librarian@thecompton.org.uk 

 

 

 Drama Stars  
 
Well done to our Drama Stars for this 
week. 
7P - Miya has been working really hard 
on all her   Drama work especially this translation of 
Puck's       soliloquy! 
The following Year 9 students: 
Katie Ashberry - Excellent work linked to our War 
unit. 
Rosie Swindells and Gia Patel seem like they have 
gone to a lot of effort and thought 
about a unique colour coding system- 
excellent 
work! 



WORKING FROM HOME 
Newsletter@thecompton.org.uk 

  

A big thank you to Konrad,  Dean, James, Emily K and Sophie K  for sending us photos of your homework and 

photos of working at home.  

The next newsletter will be published on Friday, 12th June, until 

then stay safe and keep sending the wonderful photos in. 

Artists Of the Week 

Year 8 recently had to design 
for a skateboard.   
The students whose work 
features in this collage are as 
follows. 
Andrea Macak 
Aisha Gajjar 
Shreya Shah 
Riya Luthra 
Asagi Rasanayagam 
Shakira Mazis-Meah 
Pimpa Tawinampant 
Aisling Kellam 
Tarlan Mohammadi 
Aleesa Bheekun 
Sophie Kariya 


